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Singapore: Submission of CRS returns for reporting year 

2017 

On 25 April 2018, the Inland Revenue Authority of Singapore 

(“IRAS”) announced that the Reporting Singapore Financial 

Institutions (“SGFIs”) can now submit CRS returns for reporting 

year 2017. The IRAS also issued a document entitled “Quick 

Guide to CRS Return Submission” that contains instructions on 

submission of CRS returns.  

In addition, the IRAS also announced that: 

— All CRS returns including nil returns must be submitted 

electronically to IRAS via the “Submit CRS Return” e-

Service; and, 

— Reporting SGFIs can also submit their CRS returns using 

fillable PDF forms, which can accommodate up to 40 

accounts. In case of more than one PDF form, each form 

must be submitted individually via the e-Service. 
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For information on KPMG’s global AEOI network professionals, 
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